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Step 1: Locate and Gather Digital State Publications

- **Submission Tools**
  - Digital Drop Box
  - FormRouter.Net
  - E-mail

- **Harvesting Tools**
  - Capturing E-Publications (CEP)
  - Archive-It
  - Web Archives Workbench (WAW)
  - Washington State Harvester

- **Digitization of paper copies**
Step 2: Store and Provide Access to Digital Publications

- Digital Repositories
  - ENCompass
  - CONTENTdm
  - OCLC’s Digital Archive

- Access Mechanisms
  - Web Interfaces
    - NC State Government Web Site Archives
    - CONTENTdm Web Interface
  - Catalog Records
    - Web Archives Workbench/Digital Archive
Step 3: Preserve Digital Publications and Analyze Success

- Preservation
  - Repository
  - Redundancy
  - Data Migration

- Analysis
  - Verification of Collection Completeness
  - Usability Studies
  - Validation of Data Integrity
Challenges

- Filling Open Positions within Digital Information Management Program (DIMP)
- Building Relationships with Agency Personnel
  - Identifying and Educating Content Creators
  - Identifying Comprehensive List of Publications and Where to Find Them
- Lack of Information Technology (IT) Support
  - Limits Options with Respect to Tools
  - Limits Access Options
One More Challenge:
Keeping up with technological advances

Public Policy: 10 mph

Management and Culture: 1000 mph

Technology: 10,000 mph